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NONTANGENTIAL HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCES

VICTOR A. BELFI

The purpose of this paper is to apply surgery techniques
in a simple, geometric way to construct manifolds which are
nontangentially homotopy equivalent to certain π-manifolds.
Applying this construction to an iJ-manif old of the appropriate
type yields an infinite collection of mutually nonhomeomor-
phic iί-manifolds, all nontangentially homotopy equivalent
to the given one.

The theorem proved is the following: If N4k is a smooth,
closed, orientable ττ-manifold and Lm is a smooth, closed,
simply connected τr-manifold, there is a countable collection
of smooth, closed manifolds {Mi} satisfying (1) no Mi is a π
manifold, (2) each Mi is homotopy equivalent but not homeo-
morphic to N X L, (3) M% is not homeomorphic to M3- if i Φ j .

1* C o n s t r u c t i o n of t h e surgery problem* In [2] Milnor describes
a (2k — l)-connected, bounded π-manifold of dimension 4fc and Hirze-
bruch index 8 (k Ξ> 2). This manifold, which we denote by Y4k, is
obtained by plumbing together 8 copies of the tangent disk bundle of
S2k according to a certain scheme. This implies that Y has the
homotopy type of a bouquent of eight 2/c-spheres. The only other
property of Y which we shall need is that 5 7 i s a homotopy sphere.
Let r be the order of dY4k in the group of homotopy spheres bP4k

[3] and take W4k to be the r-fold connected sum along the boundary
of Y4k. By the choice of r, d W is diffeomorphic to S47'"1. Attaching
a 4/c-disk to W by a diffeomorphism along the boundary, we obtain a
closed, smooth manifold W, which is (2k — l)-connected and has index
ST. By the Hirzebruch index theorem W is not a ττ-manifold, but is
almost parallelizable.

Define /: Wik —+ D4k by the identity on the boundary, stretching
a collar of dW over D4/c, and sending the remainder of W to a point.
This gives a degree 1 map /: (W, dW) -»(D4k, dD4k) which is tangential
since both W and D4k are ττ-manifolds. / is already a homotopy
equivalence on the boundary, so we have a surgery problem in the
bounded case. The connectedness of W implies that / is already an
isomorphism in homology below the middle dimension. However the

ZΘ ΘZ

kernel of /* in dimension 2k is ~̂g and the index of the kernel is

the index of W which is 8r. Thus it is not possible to complete the
surgery.

But if Lm is a closed, smooth, simply connected π-manifold, the
surgery problem / x 1L: W x L —> D4k x L does have a solution. To
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see this note first that if m is odd, the problem is odd dimensional
so there are no obstructions to modifying W x L and / x 1L by sur-
gery to obtain a homotopy equivalence. If m = 0 (mod 4), the problem
has an index obstruction given by the product of the index obstruc-
tion of the map / and the index of the manifold L, i.e., /(/ x 1L) —
I(f)Ί(L). This product vanishes since L is a 7r-manifold. The
formula follows from the multiplicativity of the index of a manifold.
If m = 2 (mod 4) the problem has a Kervaire invariant obstruction
given by the mod 2 product of the Kervaire invariant obstruction of
/and the Euler characteristic of L, the formula arising from Sullivan's
characterization of the Kervaire invariant obstruction [8]. Since L
is a r-manifold, χ(L) = 0; so K(f x 1L) vanishes as well.

Now we change the surgery problem discussed above into a pro-
blem for closed manifolds. Let N be a smooth, closed, ττ-manifold of
dimension 4k. Take a small disk Dik in N and form the connected
sum N$W using this disk and the disk attached to W to make W.
Define lN#f: N#W-* N by the identity on JV-int Dik and / on W.
Although (lN$f) x 1L is not tangential, it can be surgered to a homo-
topy equivalence. This is because it is already a homotopy equiva-
lence except on W x L, where it is tangential; so it suffices to do
surgery on W x L leaving the boundary fixed to make ΛΓ# W x L
homotopy equivalent to N x L. We have already seen that this can
be done. Summing up the discussion we have

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose N*k is a closed, smooth, orientable π-
manifold and Lm is a closed, smooth, simply connected π-manifold.
Then there is a manifold MAk+m, homotopy equivalent to N x L obtained
by surgery on (lN$f) x 1/..

Notice t h a t if W? = WA§ ••• #TF 4 \ and we define U W7, — Z ) 4 *

i
the same way as we defined /, the above considerations also apply to
Wi. The only difference is that Wi has index Sri. We shall denote
the solution to the surgery problem using Wi by Mtk+m.

We also remark here that M, as a solution to a given surgery
problem, is unique up to PL homeomorphism, but not not always up
to diffeomorphism. This follows from Novikov's results [5]. Since
we shall be primarily concerned with the topological type of such
solutions, we shall ignore this ambiguity.

2* Properties of the surgery solution*

PROPOSITION 2. The manifold M4k+m obtained by surgery on
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x lL:N#Wx L-*NxL

is not a π-manifold.

Proof. After surgery we have a homotopy equivalence g:M—>
N x L and a cobordism Z between M and iV# W x L together with a
map F: Z—> N x L whose restriction is g on M and (lN$f) x 1L on
-ΛΓ#Tί̂  x L. If * is a point of L, (:U#/) x 1Λ is transverse regular
with respect to N x *. Change 0 by a small homotopy to make it
transverse regular with respect to N x *. Finally leaving (lN$f) x
1L and g fixed, make JP transverse regular with respect to N x * to
obtain the oriented cobordism F~\N x *) between iVftΐί̂  and

S = g~\N x *) .

Because N$W and S are oriented cobordant, I(S) = I{N$W) Φ 0. We
have the usual equivalence of tangent and normal bundles

τ(M)\S=τ(S)®v(Sc:M) .

Since / is transverse regular with respect to N x * and

v(N x * c N x L)

is trivial, v(ScΛf) is trivial. Thus if v{M)\S were stably trivial,
τ(S) would be stably trivial, contradicting I(S)Φθ. Therefore τ(M) \ S
is not stably trivial and consequently τ(M) is not stably trivial.

PROPOSITION 3. M is not homeomorphic to N x L.

Proof. Suppose h:M—>NxL is a homeomorphism. Denote by
Pj(M) the j t h Pontrjagin class of M (i.e., of τ(M)) and by p3{M; Q)
the i α rational Pontrjagin class of Af. In the proof of Proposition 2 it
was shown that M4k+m contains a closed submanifold S of dimension 4k
and index 8r. If i: S—> M is inclusion, the Hirzebruch index theorem
implies

Br = <Lk(Pl(S), ••

Now we may replace pό{M) by ^(M; Q) since any torsion evaluated
on the orientation class is zero. By the topological in variance of ra-
tional Pontrjagin classes, p3{M; Q) = h*(Pj(N x L); Q); but

Pj(N X L;Q) = 0

for every j because N x L is a 7Γ-manifold. Therefore p3{M; Q) = 0
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for every j , a contradiction.

Observe that Propositions 2 and 3 are likewise valid for the mani-
folds M%, each M% containing a closed submanifold S{ of dimension 4k
and index 8ri.

Now we are in a position to prove the central theorem of this
paper.

THEOREM 1. Suppose N is a smooth, closed, orientable π-manifold
of dimension 4k(k ̂ > 2) and L is a smooth, closed simply connected π-
manifolά. Then there is a countable sequence of smooth, closed mani-
folds {M,t} having the following properties: (I) no M{ is a π-manifold,
(2) each Mi is homotopy equivalent but not homeomorphic to N x L,
(3) Mi is not homeomorphic to M3 if i φ j'.

Proof. The M/s are the surgery solutions already described.
Propositions 2 and 3 establish (1) and (2). It remains to prove (3).
We do this by expanding the idea of the proof of Proposition 3.

Suppose there exists a homeomorphism h: Mo —-> M% and i Φ j , say
ί > jo (For the rest of this paragraph t = i, j.) Let gt: Mt —> N x L
be a homotopy equivalence which is transverse regular with respect
to N x * so that gτ\N x *) = St where I(St) = &rt. (We may assume
that gt is still the identity on (N — int Dik) x L since no surgery is
done there.) Then by the index theorem,

<Lk{Vi{Mt\ Q), •, pk(Mt; Q)), [SJ> - I(St) .

To simplify notation we omit explicit reference to the inclusion maps
StaMt and abbreviate L^p^X; Q), . . , pk(X; Q)) by Lk(X). Let gt

be a homotopy inverse for gt. The idea is then to show that gjigj
does not behave properly on rational homology. We shall be refer-
ring to the following diagram for the rest of the proof:

N-xL

By the transverse regularity of gt, it follows that

9t.[St] = [N x *] = [N] (g) 1 e Hik{N x i Q ) ,

so g,MSt] = [SA- Thus
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<Lt(Jlfί), g^dStfr = <Lk(Mt), ̂ σ ^ , .[Si]>

by the topological invariance of rational Pontrjagin classes.
Define a bundle ζ over JVx L by gf(τ(Mi)). This means that
i) = gϊ(ξ) Since ^ is the identity on N — int Dik x L and

\N-int D4jc x Z,

is t r i v i a l , i t fol lows t h a t ξ\N — i n t D i k x L is t r i v i a l . N o w if

i: N - int D'k x L — N x L

is inclusion, then if x 0 1/ e /^(iV x L; Q) and dim a; < 4&, x§§y e
image i*, say a; (g) y = i^z. Thus <Lft(£), a; (g) τ/> = <L/c(i>;ίf), z} = 0 since
i*ί is trivial. This shows that if γ4/c e H4k(N x L; Q), then <I/A(ί), 74A>

is given by the product of the coefficient of [N] (g) 1 in Ύ4k and

Using the preceding observation, we can compute the coefficient
of [N] (g) 1 in (gthg,)*[N] (g) 1 as follows.

<L t(ς), (flr^,

But

= <Lt(ί), [N]

Hence this coefficient is j/i which is not an integer since i > j . This
contradicts the fact that any induced map on rational homology must
send integral classes to integral classes.

3. An extension of the results. It has been pointed out to me
that the results of this paper can be extended in the following way:

If Mn is a simply connected smooth manifold where n is odd and
H4k(M; Q) Φ 0 or some 4k < n, the Pontrjagin character shows that

K0(M) is infinite. (See, for example, Hsίang [2].) Thus the kernel

of K0{M) —> J(M) is infinite. It can be shown that the result of
doing surgery on the elements of the kernel is a collection of smooth
manifolds homotopy equivalent to M containing an infinite subset {MJ
of mutually non-homeomorphic manifolds. The condition on the ra-
tional cohomology of M is also necessary for the manifolds {M%} exist.

Although the theorem described above considerably extends the
class of manifolds to which the principal result applies, its proof requires
methods of a deeper sort and the geometric simplicity is lost.
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4* Applications* By an H-manifold we mean a closed, orienta-
ble topological manifold having the structure of an iϊ-space.

THEOREM 2. Suppose N4k and Lm are smooth H-manifolds, N and
L are π-manifolds, and L is simply connected. Then there exists a
sequence of mutually nonhomeomorphic smooth H-manifolds {ΛfJ satisfy-
ing (1) no M{ is a π-maίfold, (2) each Mi is homotopy equivalent, but
not homeomorphic to N x L.

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1 since the product of
2 iί-manifolds is an iϊ-manifold and any manifold homotopy equiva-
lent to an ϋ-manifold is itself an iΐ-manifold.

Examples of manifolds nontangentially homotopy equivalent to
Lie groups were known before surgery techniques were introduced;
however all these were nonsimply connected. An example due to
Milnor of a manifold homotopy equivalent to S1 x S3 x S7 with a
nonzero Pontrjagin class is quoted by Browder and Spanier [1].

The recent results of a A. Zabrodsky [9] and J. Stasheff [7] have
produced new homotopy types of iί-manifolds (other than compact Lie
groups) to which Theorem 2 applies. However if we restrict ourselves
to simply connected, compact Lie groups, we can obtain a stronger
conclusion.

THEOREM 3. Suppose Nik and Lm are simply connected compact
Lie groups (k ̂  2). Then there is a countable sequence of mutually
nonhomeomorphic H-manifolds {Mi} satisfying (1) no Mi is a π-mani-
fold, (2) each Mi is homotopy equivalent to N x L but not homeomorphic
to any Lie group.

Proof. Since Lie groups are ττ-manifolds, Theorem 1 applies. H.
Scheerer has proved [6] that homotopy equivalent, compact, simply
connected Lie groups are isomorphic; so if Mi were homeomorphic to
any Lie group, it would be homeomorphic to N x L, contradicting
Theorem 1.

The author is indebted to John W. Morgan for his invaluable
suggestions in the course of this research and to the refree for pointing
out related results.
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